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The mass difference» in baryonlo octet J = i / 2 , decuplet

^•«3/2* and in octet JF»J/2* ore calculated basing on the QCD

euu rules, the паев differences are expressed througji two QGD

parameterst the strange current quark naas and the value ot the

quark condensate <ob?5!°- » At the properly chosen values of

these parameters a l l of the таяя difference» are in a good »g-

reeitent with experiment.
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I. Introduction

This paper is a continuation of paper (hereafter it is

cited as 1} which «as dedicated to study QCD sum rules for non-

strange baryona. We will study here mass differences in baryonic

multiplets упюзг ncnstrange terms were considered in I»

The problem of mass splitting in baryonio roiltiplets haa

been attracted attention for a long time. In vhe framwroi: of

broken SU(3) symmetry Gell-Mann and Okubo have obtained formulae

which were in a good agreement with experiment. 3uc taese fonmis-

lae contain phenomenological parameters to be determined from

experiment for each multiple*. Therefore of interest is a stuiy

of the same problem from viewpoint uf the 3CB SUE mien 3ugges-

ted by Shi *aan, Tsinshtexn and Zakharov
 c
 to determine the

strange baryon тазэ&а via strenge quark nuss end QfiD •vacuiaa pro~

perties. Such calculations har been raadfe in ' for ыисЗеоп octet

and decuplet of Л -'isobar. It has been, shown that strange ba-

ryon aesses were determined not only by the strange- quark шаэз

but by the difference of the mean vacuum values <T*/ S S10} ~

~ <;o{UUiO> Ф-0 too. The consideration made in ^ , though it

exhibited a principal possibility t.o calculate mass differences

in baryonic multiplets basing on the QCD sum rules, was not

still quite confident and its results were not sufficiently ac-

curate since the calculations did not take into account the con-

tinuum contribution. This shortcoming has been corrected in

the given paper. In addition, higher power corrections and per-

turbation theory corrections in the leading 3og3rithmic appro-

ximation are taken into account. All of thi3 made it possible

to essentially improve the calculation accuracy and to get re-
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lieable results for the baryon mass splittings. Hue calculation

of the baryon macs splitting is of interest also from another

point of view: at the experimentally known aaes differences it

allows one to determine two parameter* entering the theory, i.e.

the strange quark m&se and the difference af the mean таеша та-

lnee (Oj5Sf0> " <ОШЩоУ and to w i f y the self con-

sistency of the whole approach.

Z. Maclean Octet. J* « 1/2*

In this Section, the method of the calculation of mass dif-

ferences in the given maltipLet will be described by ал example

of a nucleon octet. So calculate *he nucleon aaes one can use

the following barytmic current:

which differs from the current П in I by a factor

Here uj*
f
C are colour indecee of quarks, V ie antiaye-

•etric tensor, J* - ie the Ъогепг index, C — C
1
 is the charge

conjugation aatrix, u and d are operators of и and d quarkB.

To determine Z and £L «asses one needs currents with

their qu&ututt numbers. "Cheee currents can be easily obtained

applying JHK3) transformation to (1)

where *T is the strange quark operator.

Just as in ** , the sum rules are obtained by consider»
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ing the polarisation operator niq) ot quark current* (1) oa

(2), by representing the structure fractions of polftrixatiun ope-

rator through diepereion relations ix. q
b
 and by applying to such

dispersion relations the Borel transformations. Referring the rea-

der tor the details of the method to oar preceding paper, we

dwell here on new moments appearing in account of the strange

quark mass and of nonzero difference of the mean тестя» values

<Ol$SlO>- <GlfffO>
 t

 q»u,d. Just as in I, u and d quarks will

be assumed to be maseless and, due to isotopic invariunoe, it is

put (OiUUlO? -<pld<Aloy . jjj the calculatious we

account for the same power corrections as in I, i.e. for the saute

set of Feynnsan diagrams*

Let us irferoduce parameters characterizing the value of the

SU(3) symmetry violation in the mean vacuum value*

O )

The polarization operator and, consequently, the bazyon masses

will be calculated in the linear approximation ±a m
gt
 ( , and

fa. .At pbenomenological approach this corresponds to the sym-

metry violation due to the (5, 3) component of octet in the

Hemiltonian B>H
Q
 + щ| . The hypothesis that baryon mass split-

tings in aultipleta are • described by the term H~ in the linear

approximation is the basis tox the Cell-Mann-Okubu mess formulae.

The success of these formulae justifies, thereby, our assumption.

In the linear approximation in m
g
 the strange quark propa-

gator in x-repreaentation equals to

(4)
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and proportional to »3 t e n s in the тасшш averages of the quark

field product sre e

(5)

) • ba-independent terms.

In (5) only teras proportional to B S are written explicitly, the

*e-dep*ndent ten» are gLvm. bj foxaol» (7*1}.

JwtginaTj part ot the po?'%rl«etion operator expressed via

pby»ical etatee i s spproxlaated by the sum of the lowest state

contributions (in this case Ht A , £ or dL ) end of continu-

шц i . e .

(6)

wbere jL le the boryoa residue into the currents (1) and (2)

<Qf JJ*,j'*li> *& fc V(f) (7)

9. end Vg «ire continuu» thresholds for the structures with odd

end «теп number of V-estrices ( f and 1}, -%* flftf*/

and Jfii/ltffV are inaginRry parts of polarization ope-

rators at these structures.

She etna rules for nucleon considered in I can be written

9: I, (W/£****% ,
/ : lt iW) *£"be (в)
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whar* /L ~(2за
г
^р , i|li the nucleon m aa and continuum

contribution is transferred to the l.h.e. 2rom tit* left of each

of the mm rul* the structure is marked to which it corresponds.

In case ot hyperona ( Y
=
 Л, 2 , Д } the account of correct-

ions breaking SOO) syea*try
e
 *» th» linear in J^, J" and f

approximation lead* to replacing the sum rules (8) by

t:

where 1^ and I
2
 are the same functions аз in (8), fiy - is

the hyperon residue into the current 17
 t

 O
t
 and <?

2
 contain

terms proportional to
 m
s,f

f
 f~ aad corrections vWy related

to continuua variation: Щу - W, + SW,y , W
ir
 = W

z
 + W

t
<

(in the linear approximation ia дЩ ). The fact that conti-

nuum thresholds are different for different terms of SUQ) aol-

tiplets is physically evident and it is absolutely necessary to

take this effect into account. Thereby, the calculation la sup-

plemented by additional parameters which wist be determined fros

the sane sum rules» laturall/, this leads to a deteriaration of

accuracy. Is will be seen, the theoretically obtained dv*r

are "reasonable" in comparison with the experimental data. Aiming

to decrease the number of parameters we will put in the follow-

ing. Sw
lY
^§w

lY
^%.

Using (6) and (9) one can readily obtain the following equ-

alities valid in the linear in m
3
, j , j. , &Щ and

)i~P# approximation
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v €' '- (10)

It auet be emphasized that expression (1С) ia fulfilled

only in the region in M Acre the atm rules (6) and (9) ere ful-

fi l led.**» I this region п' ±в ^ Щ

SM naes, nucleon residue and continuum thresholds are also town

free I.

Sie further action* are eketched as follows. The calculation

of corrections to polarisation operator in QCD yields dty

end S2y (W) am linear fanctione froa я,, f , f and

Zhe eutoetitution of Ofy(M) „^ dty(M} into (10) leads to

enalogou* «a^reaaione for 14 у " mN

with the known coefficients 3y(*l , tfy(#} ,

dy (M) , she l.h«e of (11) i s independent of the Borel

paramter Ж, ИЬл r.h.e ia, generally «peojring, dependent. Ihere-

fora, unknown paraaetere ( ? ^ i s reaaonahle to deteradne

by -Ui* requireaent of •*"<•»• Ж dependence of the r.h.e of (11)

1л the reeLon J2 (К*М<Мг) . к can formally treat „

О \№y a» linear functions of *>S/ f>f*.» Ямиц to proTide

the weak dependence of Ку^м) within ft,i ft£ Mt i t i s

enough to require

*) In contrast to , (defined in the preceding paper I)
ia the region in Ж *her« the sue rules for neutrino Ъагуопз are
fulfilled. It can be easily determined froa the graphs of ref. I.
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and to detenaine оЩ> from this condition. Substituting

into (11), we get relations expressing fi\~ ̂  via three yOD pa-

rameters j m
e
, £ and f. • The problem thereby reduces to

finding the values of mg, $ and /_ which give the best fit

for the whole set of experimental data on mass splittings in the

nucleon octet JP=»l/2+ ( Mt~ Мц , •&£ - My ), decuplet

( *>£*-»Гл
 ) and octet Л з / г " im£*»-t*iM» , f"s*. - /%,*). As

De seen from the answers, the results turn out to be very vekkly

dependent of U , so that practically all o£ the mass split-

tings are determined by two quantities - m and j .

Tho corrections to polarization operator pi-oportional to ш

are calculated by substituting into fig«l graphs the propagators

and vacuum averages according to eqs.(4),(5). She terras propor-

tional to j and \„ can be easily taken into account if one

notes that In the terms with ev^n numbers of ^-matrices in the

polarization operator the vacuum averages must be substituted by*

while in «he terms with odd number of V-matrices - by <<?><•<

in case of £ and by <VJSS,'c» in case of 'it .

The result of the calculation is

Л6' = -His $ Ф1Ш0? &,I%L *£(*o)
! (2XJ1 " У

6'

. j . t ' i ) m y
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where letters by polarization operators show which diagrams were

used at their calculation; the factor without brackets corres-

ponds to the ZJ case, in the brackets to Л j M
o
 <oiQ. \A[o>

:
.

S p
s
 <о\п £ „ j <fcv U(0? , corrections due to $/*l and ^

S
№

where L* "4W04S/A/ . A i e t h e e t r o n g

constant entering the definition of the QGD effective charge

~ 3£п~Чг/лх ^ i n c a s e °* "three flavours); At i s
the normalization point of the operator expansion

M^O.T

Formulae (14) are written in the leading logarithmic approximat-

ion accounting for anomalous dimensions of the currents (1),(2)

(d= - 4/9),for the operators yf (d »-4/9), j j ^ , " ^ (d=0),

and for the quark mass mg (d«4/9).

Substituting (14) into (10) and using the obtained in I

values of the nucleon muss m- * 1 Ge7, of i t s residues to the
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quark currant (1) Д, » 0.43 йеТ
3
 and of the contlmtue

thresholds •т"*'** *•' *****
 w e c o m e

 *° **** following numerical

expr»e*ione for the quantity Ky (Mj defissd In (1?.) 1л case of

-hyperon
jf5 /л/- л ?; = г.п ms + о. ?sj + о. об £w

- 2. M"s * О- Щ + 0-1* ?*S (15a)

All of the -values in (15) ai-e expressed in GeV'a. Excluding

from (15) according to (12), we get the following expression for

the raass difference of "-hyperon and nucleon:

(26)

Proceeding in the same manner, in case of & -hyperon we have

*' **(Ф TJ

Prom (10),(17) there follow ntmerical equalities

Excluding u Wgr from (18) we arrive at the formula

tog - m, = 2.22/и, - /.^^
 Cl9)

It is seen from comparison of (lb) and (19) that fcr & would

be heavier than 2/ , it is песеззагу to have -j-<0 «ad if} "*-**>$

(in GeV's). This conclusion will Ъе confirmed by consideration
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of other m roles.

She Gell-Mann-Okubo fonaula for the baryon octet enables

one to obtain fro» (16) and (19) the aaaa difference of Л -

hyperon and nacleon

(OeV)

-ng (16), (19), (20) with the experimental -values of the

m s s splittings in the nucleon octet (Щ^Щ).
я
 0.165 GeT,
etp.

/"/Mg-^yJ ж 0.250 GeV, l
m
^~

m
f) • 0.^80 GeT, one can de-

termine the etrange quark masses (at the normalization point

yM « 0.5 GeV) and of the parameter f (3)

m
e
 » 10S MeV, j ж -0.096 (21)

and the variations of the continuum thresholds

MeV, ^ И ^ » 340 Ие7, » ^ g - 520 ИеУ (22)

The values 0 Wf (22) seem to be reasonable in the sense they

coincide up to 100-150 MeV with the mass differences (м
у
г -/Hy)-

" f"V* ~ М#) wbere > and н' are the lowest resonance states

with the валю quantum numbers as Y and nucleon V (except for

parity, see ^ ). Even if 5^y ^
22
^ contain a noticeable error,

this error weakly affects «
B
 and ^ , since oWy enter (16)

and {16) with email coefficients. She value ot the strange

quark паев appeared to be aoaewnet smaller then usually adopted

»
s
»150 Me?. 9Eherefore

(
 it is reasonable to understand if it is

possible to get this standard value of m
e
 at the expence of

uncertainties in 5Wy , and of rejecting accurate fulfill-

ment of eq.(12). The analysis shows that using these two cir-
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cuaatancea only, on* can draw ̂  up to 130 HeV (then j =-0.13

but it is hardly possible to get it larger*

3. Dectrolet 3* 3 3/2*

In thie Section, ToJloWJig the method described in Sec.2»

** consider the mass splittings in the decuplet J^«3/2+ . As

there is the relation

ms» -/fy = nig* -mt* •= *>n~
mg* (23)

then to describe the masses in the baryon decuplet it is enough

to find only the difference M^ ~M& .

Papers »-* used the current

£')и*
 (a4)

to determine the Л-isobar mass. Applying to (24) the SU(3)

transformation, it is easy to find the current with the &

quantum numbers

»K±
(25)

With the help of the current (25) we calculate /97g* " f*a b;

the abov'j. described method* The corrections due to the polari-

zation operator in our approximation are

(26)
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- ffl
Г и

In It was shown that the вхаа rules for the structures

CL <j end <jL^ are eontribatcd cmly Ъу the resonances with

8pin 3/£# Applying to Леве structures the above developed ae-

thodB, for PifrfHj and ^1?*(М/ determined by the for-

jsulae aajaJlogoixs to (9) we have

- f £ ml а Нг
 L

Expressions (27) take into account the anomalous dimension

of the currents (22),(25) which is +2/27. They should Ъе substi-

tuted into equality analogous to (10)

where ^ £ aad Л о are the mass and residues of the isobar
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According to I: SI =x (Hi 1.1 GeV £ MS" 1.4 GeV), ^1 Л -

- 1.35 GeV, Да « 2 . 5 GeV6, Wj-2.1 SeV, W2=2.2 GeV. As a re-

su l t we come to the following numerical expressions

K£* (i. i) =o.2? /», -o.29{- 0. h'fr + 0.1S№S*

**W* (29)

Excluding from (28) e^g*
 t

 ^
 n a v e

г -{. Г/ - O. 25 fa (30)

At previously determined "malues of m and г (21) the made

splitting in the decuplet is

- 0.2? j ^ ) GeV (31)

in comparison with the experimental value ft>
r
*- <% « 0.150 GeV.

It is -natural to think that -j-а is of the same order as j
 f

i.e. of the scile of a usual SU(3) violation, \jA ~ 0.1. Then

the second term in (31) i£ inessential and (31) is in a good

agreement with experiment.

In the mass splitting in decuplet the continuum contribut-

ion is much more than in the mass splitting in the nucleon oc-

tet (cf. (15),(18) with (29)), therefore the resulting uncer-

tainty is larger as well. The value of the continuum threshold

change obtained from (29) is, however, quite a reasonable

-0.59 ma - 1.62 j - 0.1 jC * (0.090-0.^GeV (32)

at the same values of m8 and / . (Experimentally ^ , the

first excite d states with the -quantum numbers c. are only

slightly higher than those with quantum numbers Л ).
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4, Baryonlc Octtt J^ • 3/2~ .

In I, mklng мае of the current

the values of the пае? and residue of resonance H*(J »3/2~,J-l/2)

and of the continuum thresholds

lljj,»1.6 GeV, \pm 60 GeV
6
, Wj-2.6 GeV, W

5
-2.2 GeV (34)

have been found. The baryonic currents belonging to the same oc-

tet as (33) with the quantun numbers L and о are

г
The corrections to the polarization operators for these currents

calculated according to diagrams of fig.l, are

n/, -
. L

П
 С
 - *5 - 7 С

••32)

(36)
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where factors without brackets correspond to the case of f! ,

in the brackets to dJ . For ghe sake of simplicity/ in

some of expressions O 6 ) we leare only tie terms proportional to

Just as in the decuplet case, in this Section we consider

the sum rules for the structures &
и
 and *fo,v f

Prom (36) there follow the expressions for O/lM] and >o
z

In X and HJ case

(37)

/f * « ^ ^ />% /̂; - f a «
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In (37)
y
 the aaoMBlcia dimension of the current /? (*2/<г7)

яви taken into account* '

Relations (11) written at the points 1-1.5 and 1.8 GeT

idilch, according to I, belong to $1 , now have the fora

(fj) -- I.

Hence from requireoent ^/и/Л)=й»*1г for M ^ Si we get

the aass formulae

* ~fy* -^,Sms +1.3f - O. Sfy OS)

- т„* ~ 1.99/Hj +O.S5J - o. ft

The last formula in (35) is obtained from the two first using

the Gell-Ennn-Okubo formula tor the octet.

Substituting the values of a and / into (21) we find

M£«* " mfr* ' (0.2 -r 0. {fa)

(40)

3xperimental identification of ayperon гезоп̂ П'.:es in the octet

J «3/2" is cot quite unambiguous. There eziat two г-эзопапсев

with « «3/2 and with quantum, numbers of Ji -hyperon:
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Л С152О) and A (1670). The most suitable candidates for

is sufficiently well established resonance Z> (1670), so that

Щ** - fttf* «150 MeV, if m =1520 MeV, Рог К** the experimental
situation i s not quite definite, most of al l , rt?v*«1820

Then /Пд,п -П)^ ш 300 MeV. At such an identification of H*, £'"*,

and о , the Gell-Kann-Okubo formula corresponds to the reso-
A**

nance /1 (1690). Then /^,*1"^«170 IfeV. It is seen that the re-

lation (40) within expected accuracy ( "*30£) agrees wit > experi-

sent.

5. Discussion

She result of investigation of the sum rules for strange ba-

ryone is stated by the formulae tor the nass differences of usu-

al and strange baryons(l6)f(19) and (20) for nucleoa octet; (30)-

for decuplet 4 and (39) for the octet J =3/2". When deriving

these formulae the results of I were used, in particular,for the

values of the residue squared fy , /»д , and /"д1* . The accu-

racy of the /5д. and /^ definition was 20-ЗОЙ, ~от ̂ц» the ac-

curacy is worse and is characterized by the factor 2^ in the

denominator (partly compnaated by the exponent). Talcing this in-

to account and bearing in mind other sources of errors, we esti-

mate the accuracy of our calculations of the тазы splittings

to be +30$ (and, nay be, somewhat worse in case of the octet

J* « 3/2" ). Requiring for the theoretical relations to agree

with experiment up to 30£, one can find the region of permissib-

le values of me and 4 . The simplest way to do it is to

draw these regions on the digrams in (mg, / ) plane. In order

to obviate the }<. dependence in cases of decuplet and octet

Л з / 2 " let us include the results of variation into the

•rror, assuming /JL /< 0.2. then we obtain the graph depic-
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ted la fig.2. It is seen from fig.2 that ottr consideration re-

quires the following values of m
fl
 and f s

m
s
 - 0.1+0.02 GeV, у » -0.11+0.05 (41)

(The value of m is given at the normalization point M *

0.5 GeV).

Note that the upper limit on the strange quark mass follows

from the sum rules for the octet J^B3/2~ , specifically, for

С . But che accuracy of relations for this octet is lower

than for other multipleta under consideration (see the preceding

Section). Therefore it is apt to give the estimate of a disre-

-rt XX-

garding the шазз formulae for C, .In thia case

ma = О.1О5+О.ОЗО GeV (42)

The best agreement with the whole set of experimental data i sa't m
3
 =0.105 GeV, j = -0.11, ^>= 0.02. and the theo-

retical values of the baryon mass differences are:

m i " m// = 0.23 GeV

^3 - » V » 0.4 GeV

^Л ~ тм - 0Л9 GeV

/Wf* - тй = 0.14 GeV (43)

Wg,** - irt^t = 0.3 GeV

^ л * - frl^i, = 0.18 GeV

ftA** -МА-и=- 0.14 GeV

The first three values differ only slightly from those follow-

ing from the data on nucleon octet (eq.(?l)).

Concluding, let us repeat that the QCD sum rules for

Ъагуопз give consistent and coinciding with experiment desc-

ription of the mass splittings in the lowest baryonic



tiplets. With such a description only tiro QCD parameters are

used: the bare паев of strange quark and determined in (I) quan-

tity f which characterises the difference of vacuun condensate

of strange and usual quarks. She final values of these parameters

obtained la toe paper are presented in (41)* Vote that the con-

sideration made allowed us to determine the value of 4 . She
о • •

current strange quark mass appeared to be soaewhat smaller than

the ujrciily adopted n>
8
 • 150 Явг . Bat at the available accura-

cy of the mass splitting calculations it is difficult to say

whether this discrepancy is real.
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с) V---,

в)

У--л

в)

Fig.l. Peynman graphs for the calculation of polarization

operator corrections. Free tails correspond to the emission of

soft quark or gluon into vacuum. The account of quark шазз and

of factors * j (or fa, ) is denoted bj (x) and (0), respectively.
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F±e. 2. KegLona cf penaieeible values of j - and mg .

I « the region detenxLaed Ъу the sura rules for

И - -•- /Pg

1И - -»- /77̂ »

зпг - -•-
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